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Alpine Club Stanage Mini Meet, 2nd May 2021 

by Malcolm Townsley 

The first Alpine Club meet of the year, although shortened to a one-day mini meet, felt 
like progress with the surreal year of 2020 hopefully fading into history. 

Like most of April this year the weather was cool but dry and conditions were perfect for 
gritstone climbing although the weather did deteriorate later in the day with cool showers 
giving at least one leader an unpleasant outing. Nine Alpine Club members, two 
prospective members and one dog attended with a good range of ages turning up.  

Members met at Thorpe Farm which proved an excellent venue for pre-meet coffee and 
post-meet ice cream. Thanks to farmer Bob Marsden for allowing parking during the busy 
bank holiday period and AC local Jeremy Windsor for arranging this. At Bob’s request 
members made a donation to the Yorkshire Air Ambulance for the parking and this raised 
£50 for a charity that should be close to climbers’ hearts. 

Groups seemed to sort themselves out over coffee with the majority of teams heading 
towards the plantation area and one team heading off to the busy looking popular area to 
do some Classic Rock ticks. All teams seemed to have a productive day with routes like 
‘Cleft Wall Route 1’, ‘Pegasus Wall’ and ‘Fairy Steps’ proving popular. Other routes ticked 
by various teams included ‘Flying Buttress’, ‘April Crack’, ‘Hargreaves Original Route’, 
‘Christmas Crack’, ‘Pegasus Rib’, ‘Cleft Wall Route 2’, ‘The Right Unconquerable’ and 
‘Saul’s Arete’ (although it only gets one star this was my favourite of the day). The late 
afternoon showers seemed to end the climbing for the day and most parties met back at 
Thorp Farm for tea, hot chocolate, cakes and ice cream before heading home. 

AC attendees: Malcolm Townsley, Adele Long, Ross Spours, Andy Wigley, Alex Metcalfe, 
Andy Stratford, Vlad Pepper, Francis Tocher, Paul Winder. Guests: Matthew and Alex Day 
(prospective members). 



  

Pre meet coffee at Thorp Farm 



  

Cleft Wall Route 2 



  

Fairy Steps – Goliaths Groove Area, Alex Metcalfe leading, Paul Winder belaying. 


